Chair
--------------------
Chris Myers

Associate Chair for Faculty and Staff
--------------------
Dragan Maksimovic

Associate Chair for Undergraduate Education
--------------------
Marco Nicotra

Associate Chair for Research and Graduate Education
--------------------
Bri-Mathis Hodge

Associate Chair for External Relations and Outreach
--------------------
Melinda Piket-May

Associate Chair for Professional and Online Masters Programs
--------------------
Eric Keller

Engagement and Community Committee
--------------------
Dragan Maksimovic (chair)
Jarka Hladisova (staff)
Nicole Bienert
Robert McLeod
Carol Cogswell
Corey Rae McRae
Katie Morgan (staff)
Saber Jafarpour
Kelvin Wagner
Ute Herzfeld
Sumeet Chaudhary
TBD (postdoc)
TBD (students)

Undergraduate Studies Committee
--------------------
Marco Nicotra (chair)
Kim MacGregor (co-chair)
Joe Izraelevitz
Fabio Somenzi
Paul Koornos
Taylor Barton
Arielle Blum
Salfes Santos
Mackenzie Hatcher (staff)
Debbie Yeh (staff)
TBD (EE ugrad)
TBD (ECE ugrad)

Graduate Studies Committee
--------------------
Bri-Mathias Hodge (chair)
Lori Meehan (co-chair)
Tamara Lehman
Cody Scarborough
Emily Jensen
Rafael Piestun
Shu-Wei Huang (BME)
TBD (at least one grad)

Marketing and Outreach Committee
--------------------
Melinda Piket-May (chair)
Eugene Liu (co-chair)
Eric Bogatin
Laila Marzall
Peter Mathys
Alex Plaut (staff)
Charles Ferrer (staff)
Ram Narayanswamy (EAB/Alumni)
TBD (student)

Executive Committee/PUEC
--------------------
Fabio Somenzi
Andras Gyenis
Lucy Pao
Scott Diddams
Luca Corradini
Lori Meehan (staff)
Robin Elliott (staff)
Robin McLeanhna (staff/ExOfficio)
Kimberly Low (staff/ExOfficio)

Other
--------------------
Dejan Filipovic (FLRC)
Zoya Popovic (FLRC)
Won Park (BME Associate Director)
Juliet Gopinath (sabbatical)
Eric Wustrow (sabbatical)

CHIPs Working Group
--------------------
Sean Shaheen (chair)
Calvin Chiang
Bart Van Zeghbroeck

Marketing and Outreach Committee
--------------------
Melinda Piket-May (chair)
Eugene Liu (co-chair)
Eric Bogatin
Laila Marzall
Peter Mathys
Alex Plaut (staff)
Charles Ferrer (staff)
Ram Narayanswamy (EAB/Alumni)
TBD (student)

Professional/Online Graduate Programs Committee
--------------------
Eric Keller (chair)
Erica Reid (co-chair)
Robin McClanahan
Bob Erickson
Timothy Scherr
Al Gasiewski
Adam Sadoff (staff)
TBD (at least one grad)

Other
--------------------
Dejan Filipovic (FLRC)
Zoya Popovic (FLRC)
Won Park (BME Associate Director)
Juliet Gopinath (sabbatical)
Eric Wustrow (sabbatical)

Operations Manager
--------------------
Robin McClanahan

Chip Working Group
--------------------
Sean Shaheen (chair)
Calvin Chiang
Bart Van Zeghbroeck

Executive Committee/PUEC
--------------------
Fabio Somenzi
Andras Gyenis
Lucy Pao
Scott Diddams
Luca Corradini
Lori Meehan (staff)
Robin Elliott (staff)
Robin McLeanhna (staff/ExOfficio)
Kimberly Low (staff/ExOfficio)

Other
--------------------
Dejan Filipovic (FLRC)
Zoya Popovic (FLRC)
Won Park (BME Associate Director)
Juliet Gopinath (sabbatical)
Eric Wustrow (sabbatical)

Operations Manager
--------------------
Robin McClanahan